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 RECOMMENDED ACTION OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
  
 Approve the proposed framework for the Research & Development Grant program.  

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 
 
 Full Board 
 
 AGENDA ITEM: 13 

 
              DATE: August 15, 2013 

  
****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: Research & Development Grant (RDG) Program 
 

At the conclusion of the 2013 Legislative Session, an annual appropriation of $1 million 
was added to the base budget allocation for the Regental system to support a competitive 
research grant program.  This amendment was supported by the Board of Regents, and when the 
general bill amendment requesting the funds was introduced, the talking points depicted below 
were used when garnering legislative support and providing testimony during the general bill 
amendment hearings.  
 

• Provide grants to the campuses using a competitive process for infrastructure investments 
in key industry sectors; 

• Support faculty start-up packages to help recruit and retain key faculty engaged in 
research activity that can help to drive the state’s economy; 

• Expand the Technology Transfer functions at institutions to grow commercialization and 
economic development activity; 

 
During the April 2013 Research Affairs Council (RAC) meeting, the council discussed 

this increase in general funding to support research activity.  Specifically, the council discussed a 
variety of approaches for expending these research funds each year while maintaining 
consistency with the information provided to legislators during the 2013 session.  Two primary 
approaches were advanced by the council.  The first emphasized the creation of an R&D 
Innovation Grant program that would be consistent with the process employed for previous one-
time research performance improvement funds awarded by the legislature during the 2011 and 
2012 legislative sessions.  Each year institutions would be presented with opportunities to make 
modest investments in their research infrastructure, and the ability to draw upon matching funds 
from the state can be useful for encouraging contributions through private partnerships.  
Additionally, federal programs are increasingly requiring in-kind contributions from campuses, 
and institutional support combined with funding from the state can aid in maintaining 
competitiveness for a number of grant proposals.  Over the past two years the performance 
improvement funds have resulted in a significant return on investment for the system as a 
number of these awards were successfully leveraged to obtain support for external funding.  The 
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RFP for this particular program would be distributed each year shortly after the conclusion of the 
most recent legislative session, and campuses would compete for grant awards.   

 
Second, over the past decade much of the research growth in the Regental system can be 

attributed to critical investments by the state to expand our existing research talent and upgrades 
in both equipment and facilities.  More importantly, programs like SD EPSCoR and the 
Governor Research Centers (GRC) have presented avenues for collaborations among campuses 
and expanded investment opportunities in these two areas.  Since FY05, a $32 million state 
investment has resulted in over $222 million in external funding in competitive research awards 
resulting in a 7:1 return on investment for the state.  In June the REACH committee approved the 
selection of the first South Dakota Research & Innovation Center (SDRIC) which expanded state 
level partnerships to a higher level as the center features a collaboration effort between SDSU, 
SDSM&T, USD as well as Sanford and Avera.  The ultimate goal of these programs is to build 
research capacity throughout the state with the intent that the project/initiatives are able to 
achieve a level of sustainability once the initial allocation from the state has stimulated the 
research activity.   

 
With the SD EPSCoR, SDRIC, and GRC programs as a framework, RAC representatives 

recommended setting aside a portion of the Research & Development Funds to support R&D 
Collaboration Grants.  A draft narrative was developed for review by RAC at their June 2013 
meeting, and feedback obtained from the members resulted in a modified proposal that was 
discussed at the July 2013 Council of Presidents & Superintendents meeting.  Additional 
feedback from COPS was then incorporated into the R&D Innovation Grant and R&D 
Collaboration Grant programs that are depicted in Attachment I.      
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Research & Development Grant (RDG) Program 
 

In June 2013, the South Dakota REACH committee approved the recommendations set 
forth in 2020 Vision: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy.  The report provides a 
framework to help South Dakota, over a seven-year period from 2013-2020, to leverage existing 
investments by focusing research and development activity around five key industry sectors that 
are projected to produce the highest potential for economic development in the state.1  More 
specifically, the 2020 Vision emphasized making strategic investments in research and 
development activities that can best stimulate economic development in the five industry sectors.  
These research and development areas include: 1) Advanced Manufacturing & Materials; 2) 
Energy and Environment; 3) Human Health and Nutrition (including Medical Technology); 4) 
Information Technology/Cyber Security/Information Assurance; 5) Plant and Animal 
Bioscience; 6) Underground Science & Engineering; and 7) Visualization (from the molecular 
level to global systems).  The South Dakota Board of Regents (SDBOR) supports the targeting of 
state investments in each of these seven research and development sectors, and to aid campuses 
as they coordinate research activity along these lines the SDBOR supports the formation of two 
Research & Development Grant (RDG) programs.   
 
R&D Innovation Grants 
 

As appropriated by the state legislature, $700,000 will be available each year to facilitate 
research and development activities that help to strategically align an institution’s research 
agenda with one, or a combination, of the seven key areas outlined in the 2020 Vision document.  
These strategic investments should assist campuses with bridging translational research activity 
that have the potential to foster economic development and commercialization in the target 
industry sectors. Proposals from individual researchers will not be considered, but must be 
submitted as part of a single campus-wide proposal package.  Each campus may submit a single 
proposal for funding that will not exceed $200,000.  Allowable expenditures may include one or 
a combination of any of the following activities including:  

 
                                                           
1 Drawing from numerous federal data sources, projections were developed projections to identify industry sectors 
with the highest potential growth rates through 2020.  The analysis focused on identifying sectors that demonstrated 
critical mass, geographic uniformity across the state, and maturity with ties to a long history with the states existing 
economy.  From this analysis five key industry clusters were identified that are expected to produce the highest 
potential economic development for South Dakota over the next seven years.  These five industry sectors include:  

• Value Added Agriculture and Agribusiness: Traditional sectors including crop production and/or farm 
management with significant ties to each of the four other industry sectors.  

• Energy and Environment: Renewable (solar, wind power, geothermal, biofuels) and non-renewable energy 
production (coal, and future oil and gas production), and extending into manufacturing and energy 
processing industries.  

• Materials and Advanced Manufacturing: Advanced material development in the area of healthcare and 
firearms, as well as manufacturing to leverage expansion in renewable and non-renewable energy.  

• Human Health and Nutrition: Bioscience and biotech firms and the health care industry extending ties into 
pharmaceutical and medical device/instrument manufacturing.  

• Information Technology/Cyber-Security/Information Assurance: Smallest of the target industries with 
highest growth potential due to security needs of the banking industry and protection of electronic medical 
records within human health.   
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1. Research laboratory upgrades that will enhance undergraduate and graduate student 
experiences through research in the seven research and development areas;  

2. The acquisition of new scientific equipment that will increase competitiveness for 
external research awards; 

3. Support to help facilitate sponsored research with industry partners; and/or;  
4. Technology transfer activity designed to expand the commercialization and economic 

development potential for existing research.   
 
Initial campus level proposals should be evaluated based on merit criteria established at the 
institutional level. Institutional submissions to the South Dakota Board of Regents must include a 
1:1 match2 to ensure that state dollars allocated through this program are being used to leverage 
private partnerships while reinforcing institutional priorities. Awarded FY14 funds may be 
carried over to FY15 as justified and approved by the SDBOR System Vice President for 
Research. 

 
R&D Collaboration Grants 
 

As appropriated by the state legislature, up to $300,000 will be available each year to 
provide funding for significant infrastructure investments that will aid to foster institutional 
collaborations in the seven key research and development areas outlined in the 2020 Vision 
document.  The goal of the infrastructure grant program is to provide institutions with long-term 
capacity building resources for research activity designed to become sustainable over a three 
year period (contingent on continued state general funding).  Requests made to this pool of funds 
must represent multi-institutional infrastructure investments in either research faculty or 
significant upgrades in both equipment and facilities. In each year when funds are available, each 
institution may submit a single proposal representing collaboration between at least one other 
Regental institution that will not exceed $900,000 distributed equitably over a three year period. 
Allowable expenditures may include one or a combination of any of the following activities 
including:  

 
1. Formation of collaborative research activities or programs that seek to advance one or 

more of the seven R&D areas; 
2. Interdisciplinary partnerships that attempt to form connections across multiple R&D 

areas; 
3. Funding for research faculty positions in R&D areas that become sustainable by the 

institutions at the end of the award cycle; 3  
4. Required matching dollars to support the creation of endowed senior professorships 

or faculty research positions in designated R&D areas.  
 
Proposals from individual researchers will not be considered, but must be submitted as part of a 
single campus-wide proposal package. A budget must clearly represent expenditures during each 
year of the award and funds may be carried over into the following fiscal year only (i.e., FY14 
funds must be spent by the end of FY15).   

                                                           
2 Matching dollars can take numerous forms including in-kind matching from the institution, indirect cost 
expenditures, or additional equipment purchases.  
3 May include start-up funds for new tenure-track faculty engaged in R&D areas designated by the state.  
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R&D Innovation Grant and R&D Collaboration Grant proposals in response to this 
solicitation are due in the Board of Regents office by 5:00 PM on Friday, October 4, 2013. If 
funds remain unallocated following the first-round solicitation, a second solicitation will be 
issued.  Proposals will be reviewed by a five-member team appointed by the Executive Director 
of the Board of Regents. 


